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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone.Thank you for your interest in the SkyTalks workshop on ‘No Country Left Behind’ and the ‘IMPLEMENT’. My briefing to you today is an overview of a series of other data-driven initiatives, so I hope that by the end of this presentation, we’ve piqued your interestsMy name is Michael de Leon from the Air Navigation Bureau, and I’ll be presenting the first half of this workshop, and then followed on by Mr. Alan Foo for the CAA HR tool.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, first things first – you’ve probably heard the ICAO-wide initiative on ‘No Country Left Behind’ (or NCLB).This campaign highlights ICAO’s efforts to assist States in implementing ICAO SARPS, and to ensure that SARP implementation is better harmonized globally so that all States have access to the significant socio-economic benefits of safe and reliable air transport.I just want to start by saying that iMPLEMENT is closely tied to make sure that ‘No Country is indeed Left Behind’.



View the iMPLEMENT Video at: https://youtu.be/U9YLVNGAgTU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implementation is one of our organization’s biggest focus, and this is pushed by the highest levels of this organization. To start, I’d like to show you a little teaser of iMPLEMENT.

https://youtu.be/U9YLVNGAgTU
https://youtu.be/U9YLVNGAgTU
https://youtu.be/U9YLVNGAgTU


Evolving Safety Performance 
• iMPLEMENT is a data-driven decision 

making process that: 
– Assesses the current status of aviation (Safety Briefings) 

– Identifies the best solutions in order to maintain or 
improve the aviation capability of the State (Solution Center) 

– Evaluates the needs of the aviation system  
(money, people, infrastructure) (CAA HR Tools, PAINT, etc.) 

– Identifies resources through existing national, regional, 
or global mechanisms (ASIAP, SAFE Fund, etc.) 

– Showcases the real added value of air transport and the 
socio-economic return on investment of aviation 

 

A ‘NO COUNTRY LEFT BEHIND’ Initiative: 

Facilitating Data-Driven Decisions for Aviation 

* Site: www.icao.int/iMPLEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as you can see, we have high hopes for iMPLEMENTAnd most importantly, we hope that it fulfills your needs to support implementation.So let’s answer the big question - what is iMPLEMENT? iMPLEMENT facilitates data-driven decision-making for aviation. It is an initiative that we launched last year during the first edition of IWAF, to support the evolution of Safety Performance according to Safety Management practices.iMPLEMENT is an ICAO product designed to help decision-makers byassessing the current status of aviation in, identifying the best solutions in order to maintain or improve aviation evaluating the needs of the aviation system Identifying and accessing resources through existing national, regional or global mechanisms; andshowcasing the real added value of air transport

http://www.icao.int/iMPLEMENT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the full concept of iMPLEMENT. I know it looks complicated, but what you see here is the evolution of our tools, which slowly integrates different kinds of information, spanning all strategic objectives, so that we can provide a fully comprehensive and high level report, which is what you see on the very right[click] So, lets first start at the left. By using the safety audit data from USOAP CMA, and merging this with other data such as traffic, we are able to provide a high level report which we call the State Safety Briefing. 



STATE SAFETY BRIEFINGS 
 

https://goo.gl/mL64xM  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The State Safety briefing provides information on several indicators. What you see in the screen is the first page of the State safety briefing, showing the numerous indicators and values per State. More details can be seen inside the report itself.[Click 1] To find more information about this application, please visit see our workshop on ‘Safety Briefings’. 

https://goo.gl/mL64xM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, using all the information I just mentioned from the State Safety Briefing, we can also derive some sort of prioritization on which areas and protocol questions to focus on



USOAP EI vs Traffic 

Opportunity 
Loss 

Risk Area 

Production  

Import / 
Export Risk 

SAFETY MARGINS 
 

https://goo.gl/9v5twv   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data-driven decision making and prioritization, as you may already know, is essential in today’s environment. This methodology allows us to identify risks and opportunities, as well as determine the best-fit solution. [Click 1] Again, there is an entire methodology behind this part of iMPLEMENT, which will be covered in the workshop called ‘Data Driven Prioritization’

https://goo.gl/9v5twv
https://goo.gl/9v5twv


SOLUTION CENTER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guided by this methodology, we’ve developed another application called the ‘Solution Center’ which provides guidance and of course, solutions, against each deficiency as identified through USOAP CMA. 

https://portal.icao.int/space/Pages/Solution-Center-V2.aspx


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so the first thing is how to access the Solution Center app.This is available through iSTARS, so if you go to the Catalogue, just type in ‘Solution Center’ in the search box and you will find it.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is now the main interface of the Solution Center. The application knows your location, so it puts the State in which you are currently accessing the tool. For now, we are in Canada so it puts Canada by default.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Click 1] Ok, lets say we want to access the information for Peru, we click on the drop-list menu and click ‘Peru’. From the middle of the screen, you can see that the information now pertains to Peru, with high level information available such as the number of departures for 2015, the overall EI, and the flag carrier flights for 2015 as well.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we scroll down, we can see this chart in the middle that represents the USOAP CMA PQ findings, which is a criss-cross of the USOAP technical area as well as the 8 critical elements. Basically, the higher number of PQ findings, the darker the color is from yellow to red.[Click 1] If you click on each box in this app, the information below will be filtered by that area. In this case, if we clicked on CE-5 and AIG, it will correspond to the table you see below



SMS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Click 1] Now, there are other ways to navigate the information in this application. If you know the particular PQ you want to see, or if you have a keyword you would like to use, all you need to do is type it in the search box, and it will again filter the table you see below



SMS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, here is the fun bit. Of course, it is not enough that we show the deficiencies here – after all, this application is called the solution center. If you click the PQ header…



PQ and Guidance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It will provide you with guidance on how to solve that deficiency.[Click 1] So, the first part is already available, and that provides you with the Protocol Question, the keywords associated with it, the regional implementation rate, and further guidance on the question.



SARPs and 
Guidance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next part shows you the available documentation for that specific PQ – these may be an ICAO annex, as you see here, or it could be an ICAO manual. In this example, the application provides you with a quick link to download the specific annex or manual, in different language versions as you need. [Click 1] If you click on the respective language button, you will receive in your email address a link to download the document directly. You will see this notice, and it is quite important because the automated email might get caught by your spam filter. 



Best Practices 
(Templates, Other 
State’s, Industry ) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving further in the app, we have Best Practices shared by States and other international organizations. There is a number of solutions shown here, and we’ll work further in tailoring them better to suit the specific PQ, but for now, you have a lot of shared information at your disposal. [Click 1] Again, each of these links will point you to a website or a document that will give you more information about the best practice – in this case, we clicked on the Ramp inspection programme by EASA, which points you to their specific website.



Regional/ 
Global 

Initiatives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we scroll further down again, we also have global initiatives and regional initiatives.[Click 1] Like before, if we click on the IOSA programme here, it will provide us with the page to IATA’s website. 



Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then Training, which spans not just ICAO’s training programmes, but other organizations as well.Here we show an example of the TRAINAIR plus training programme, but many others are available in the list below



Software tools 
available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we scroll down to Software and tools available. [click 1] Again, lots of information available, so if we select lets say the ELISE system by Airbus, it shows us the website where we can get more information about it.



States that 
have resolved 

the PQ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last but not the least, the application shows you potential partners in your region.These are the States who have solved the PQ in your region, and specifically, the States in bold are the ones with comparable aviation activity. [Click 1] So, if we click on lets say Mexico, it will provide you with the National Continuous Monitoring Coordinator for that particular State, with the contact details.This facilitates for the sharing of information within the region – a social network of some sort for improving aviation. 



SOLUTION CENTER 
 

https://goo.gl/MshlsI  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, that gives you a flavor of what information is available in the solution center. Again, we have another SkyTalk just for this application, so I invite you to see that one as well.

https://goo.gl/MshlsI
https://goo.gl/MshlsI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, to close the loop on iMPLEMENT, the solution center is just one of the many useful applications that will be available to your States. After I talk, you will hear about another exciting application called CAA HR Tools. There are other applications currently in development, such as the ICAO Performance Assessment Interactive Tool, or PAINT, which allows for an assessment of potential operational benefits expected from the ASBUs.There will also be other tools from the different strategic objectives of Environment, Security, Facilitation, as well as other Training initiatives to support implementation. [Click 1] The long term vision is to connect all of this information into a system where global costs can be benchmarked and derived to more holistically identify the needs of the State in terms of money, infrastructure, and human resources.[Click 2] And then finally, provide all of this information in an enhanced high-level report that will aim to provide senior management with projects and solutions to fully realize the socio-economic benefits of aviation for their particular State.iMPLEMENT is indeed a very daring initiative that we hope that States will use and interact with. All of these are of course constantly being evolved, so we will always welcome your comments and feedback.



Aviation Tools to Support Implementation 
A ‘NO COUNTRY LEFT BEHIND’ Initiative: 

Facilitating Data-Driven Decisions for Aviation 

iSTARS Analysis Workshops 
http://www.icao.int/safety/iStars/Pages/Analysis-Workshop.aspx  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key components of iMPLEMENT is iSTARS, our Safety and Air Navigation analysis platform. More tools like the ones I showed you, and more, are available for States for free.[Click 1] You may also be interested in availing of the iSTARS Analysis Workshops, which provides practical experience with a variety of analysis tools available in iSTARS. If so, please visit our website to find out more information. 

http://www.icao.int/safety/iStars/Pages/Analysis-Workshop.aspx
http://www.icao.int/safety/iStars/Pages/Analysis-Workshop.aspx
http://www.icao.int/safety/iStars/Pages/Analysis-Workshop.aspx
http://www.icao.int/safety/iStars/Pages/Analysis-Workshop.aspx


CAA HR TOOLS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that is the end of my presentation – I will now pass you to my colleague Mr. Alan Foo, who will talk about another great initiative - CAA HR Tools.
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Benchmarking Tool 
• 33 States with EI > 70% 

selected 

• Provides estimated number 
of inspectors needed 

• A way to benchmark with 
other States; provides a 
starting point 

 

 



Manpower Planning Tool 
• To calculate man-hours and number of 

inspectors (OPS, AIR, PEL, AGA, ANS) 
needed 

• Currently covers organisation 
certification and surveillance, as well as 
oversight of aircraft 

• Includes a basic risk-based approach to 
surveillance 

• ICAO will collect the man-hour data over 
time to improve the tool 

 

 



THANK YOU 
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